
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Tell me, you ________ abandon them when they grow old, is it because
they have neither hearts nor souls?
1.

In a little he found himself lying on the heather at the mercy of the man
________ he had attacked.
2.

The din and clamour of the fray is increased by a class of men ________
duty it is to animate the troops by voice and gesture.
3.

Once upon a time there was a man ________ had three daughters.4.

It was a delightfully horrid thing to be tried for murder, they said, even
though one was obscure and nobody, a bound servant in the fields of the man
________ he had slain.

5.

He was a civilian, if one might judge from his habit, ________ was that of a
planter.
6.

The more the officer examined it, the more convinced he became that this
was a portrait of the man ________ he had accompanied to the cemetery and
to prison.

7.

He thought to himself what cruel wrong it was on the part of fate, that the
woman ________ he had believed to be his wedded wife should be standing
there, a visitor in the house which ought to have been her home.

8.

To stop to look up one number often delays several, and it is a duty which
should never devolve upon the girl ________ business it is to send the calls
through.

9.

Is there not a country, ________ there is one series or chain of
impositions, from the Pope downwards?
10.

She could at least warn the man ________ she had wronged, and so
make partial reparation.
11.
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The situation has been this: the persons who were the best able to
dispense with catalogues were precisely the persons ________ duty it was to
make them.

12.

He was perfectly calm, there was neither passion nor despair in his face,
but the thoughtful look of a man ________ is considering.
13.

His only thought now was that he was degraded from his high estate, and
that the woman ________ he had loved with all his heart-did love still-had
turned from him in his poverty and distress.

14.

They mounted two flights of stairs and came out upon a narrow landing,
________ there were three doors: one of them a thick baize door, the others
narrow wooden ones.

15.

But at certain intervals we met the Austrian patrol, ________ duty it was
to clear the road of brigands.
16.

After drying her eyes, she immediately recovered the calmness that
characterized her face, ________ was less cold than chastened.
17.

We arrived just as they were entering the refectory in two files, ________
there were two very long tables, with a great many round holes, and in each
hole a black bowl filled with rice and beans, and a tin spoon beside it.

18.

But, considering myself as an exceptional female, ________ duty it is to
have ideas, I scorn the fence, and come right up to the crib, corn or no corn.
19.

I do not know what made me think of making a sensation right there in the
bowels of that pyramid, ________ there were corpses thousands of years old,
of Egypt's rulers.

20.
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